English 7 Name ___________________________________ Period _____ PROJECT DUE DATE: MARCH 13, 2018

Name _______________________ Novel Title & Author ______________________________________

Book Project BINGO
Clearly mark your project selection sheet. The game is BINGO:





Select five in a row across, down, or diagonally
MARK A FREE SPACE anywhere on your line
Complete the other four projects on that line and submit your work
You can choose not to win BINGO—but you must choose 5 projects
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CREATIVE
Protagonist
Switch Scene

CONNECTION
Setting Switch
with Another
Novel

MEDIA
Suspense
Trailer

Character
CONNECTION
to Another
Protagonist

MEDIA
Mood Trailer

INFOGRAPHIC
Theme
Rising Action
ANALYSIS
Temperature
Paragraph
Chart

MEDIA
Character
Conflict Scene

Conflict
INFOGRAPHIC
ANALYSIS
Setting Map
Paragraph

O

INFOGRAPHIC
10 Quote
Book REVIEW
Theme Word
Cloud

CREATIVE
Symbolism
Illustration
with Caption

CREATIVE
Poem
Inspired by
the Book

CONNECTION
2 Author
Comparison

SCORING
PROJECT 1
10 15 20 25
PROJECT 2
10 15 20 25
PROJECT 3
10 15 20 25
PROJECT 4
10 15 20 25

INFOGRAPHIC
Setting
Character
ANALYSIS
pressure
Paragraph
chart

Character
ANALYSIS
Paragraph

CREATIVE
Setting
Illustration
with Caption

CREATIVE
Conflict
Movie Poster/
Book Cover

Theme
CONNECTION
to Another
Novel

Conflict
CONNECTION
to Another
Novel

MEDIA
Theme Music
Playlist

MEDIA
Prezi Story
Timeline

PROJECT 5 optional
10 15 20
Deductions?

INFOGRAPHIC
Plot Diagram
TOTAL (100 pts.)

Comments:

PROJECT INFORMATION and SCORING
DIRECTIONS. HIGHLIGHT, CIRCLE, or otherwise MARK your selections. Complete the projects
by the deadline, following requirements on the back of this page and any examples modeled
in class notebook assignments. Clearly mark your FREE SPACE. Each project space is worth 25
points, or 20 points if you choose a scatter of 5 projects. Your projects will be evaluated
based on the following criteria:
Analysis Projects (7‐10 sentence paragraph for each) should provide two or more details from the novel and
provide two or more insights about main characters, setting, conflict, or theme. The book review will contain
details about the plot and any other elements worth noting in the review, and must clearly evaluate the novel.
Several of these paragraphs will be drafted as part of daily work or homework during the unit.
Connection Projects (7‐10 sentence paragraph for each) will connect your novel to another specific novel or
author you have read. They must provide one or more details from both novels or authors you are comparing.
Some of these paragraphs will be drafted as part of daily work or homework during the unit.
Visual Information (Infographic) Projects (standard 8.5” x 11” sheet of paper) should be neat final drafts
that are rich with visual and text details, easy to understand, and colorfully presented. They can be hand‐drawn or
created on a computer. All infographic choices will be drafted as part of daily work or homework during the unit.

Creative Projects (standard 8.5” x 11” sheet of paper) will involve artwork or creative writing. They should
demonstrate imagination, careful attention to detail, and a clear, thoughtful connection to the novel. The poem
should be 15 or more lines long. The scene should be at least one page long and feature a different
narrator/protagonist chosen from the characters in the story. The symbol and setting illustrations should include a
3‐sentence caption explaining the artwork. Some creative choices will be optional daily assignments or homework
during the unit.
Media Projects will involve video, music, or presentation software. The video projects should be well‐crafted,
carefully edited, and easily viewable in school. It is recommended that you draft a script and/or draw a storyboard
in your notebook first. The mood trailer must clearly express variations in levels of emotion present in the novel.
The suspense trailer must clearly express multiple elements of suspense that are part of the story. The music
playlist must have at least 5 songs that convey themes in the novel. Either songs or lyrics can be submitted, along
with written statements identifying the title and artist of each song and explaining each selection. The Prezi
presentation will be demonstrated in class and must shows a timeline of 10 or more key story events.

Two options for fulfilling project:



Choose FOUR IN A ROW plus a FREE SPACE, with projects worth 25 POINTS EACH (25 x 4 = 100)
Choose ANY FIVE projects on the board, with projects worth 20 POINTS EACH (20 x 5 = 100)

Regarding your notebook work for this unit: You will be drafting some of these project choices in your
notebook as daily assignments or homework while you read. In the end, you will choose which assignments show
the best promise as projects, or which assignments are most enjoyable for you.
Project submission checklist:





All submitted work will be printed/completed on standard white printer paper.
STAPLE THIS PAGE to the back of your projects
Make sure your name is on each project
Any media project can be submitted by working links in an email or on a USB

Thanks for playing!

